

CORRECTION

Incorrect Sample Size in a Table: In the Original Investigation titled “Difference-in-Differences Analysis of the Association Between State Same-Sex Marriage Policies and Adolescent Suicide Attempts,” published in the April issue of JAMA Pediatrics, an incorrect sample size appeared in Table 2. In the first column of that table, the sample size for all students, which was given as 765,039, should be replaced with 762,678. This article was corrected online.


Errors in Figure and Table: In the Original Investigation titled “Clinical Characteristics, Risk Factors, and Outcomes Associated With Neonatal Hemorrhagic Stroke: A Population-Based Case-Control Study,” published online January 17, 2017, there were errors in Figure 1 and Table 1. In the “Confirmation of NHS or HT Diagnosis” box of Figure 1, “NI NHS” should be replaced with “SI NHS.” In Table 1, the rows “Labor and delivery” and “Newborn” should be set in bold. Additionally, the right-most column heading should read “sNHS/iNHS.” In row 30, column 6, there should be a parenthesis before “0.15,” so the cell reads “0.76 (0.15-3.84).” Finally, in row 42, column 6, there should be a parenthesis before 0.17, so the cell reads “0.60 (0.17-2.08).” This article was corrected online.


Missing Reference: In the Viewpoint titled “Inform Parents, Protect High School Blood Donors” published online March 13, 2017, in JAMA Pediatrics, reference 6 was inadvertently omitted during editing. The reference citation should have appeared after the word “protection” in the fourth sentence of the last paragraph. The reference should have read “Bloch EM, Mast AE, Josephson CD, Klein HG, Eder AF. Teenage blood donors: are we asking too little and taking too much? [published online March 3, 2017]. Pediatrics. doi:10.1542/peds.2016-2955.”


Errors in Author Names and Affiliations: In the Original Investigation titled “Child and Adolescent Health From 1990 to 2015: Findings From the Global Burden of Diseases, Injuries, and Risk Factors 2015 Study,” published online April 3, 2017, “Solomon Abreha Damtew” will be changed to “Solomon Abrha Damtew,” and his affiliation will now be “Wolaita Sodo University, Wolaita Sodo, Ethiopia.” “Balem Balm Betsu” will be changed to “Balem Demtsu Betsu.” “Hasan Magdy Abd El Razek” is one author (surname “Magdy Abd El Razek”). Lorenzo Monasta’s affiliation is the “Institute for Maternal and Child Health IRCCS Burlo Garofolo, Trieste, Italy,” not the “Instituto Nacional de Salud, Bogotá, Colombia.” Luca Ronfani’s affiliation is the “Institute for Maternal and Child Health IRCCS Burlo Garofolo, Trieste, Italy,” not the “Instituto Infantino, Nablus, Palestine.” “Naris Slipakit” will be changed to “Naris Silpakit.” “Adbullah Sulieman Terkawi” will be changed to “Abdullah Sulieman Terkawi.” This article was corrected online.